
From iron and Torreon stone tables quarried in the Durango moun-
tains to mouth blown crystal stemware and votives, Jan Barboglio 
introduces her new 2018 fall product line, showcased at NY Now.

Each piece is hand worked. It is individually cast or wrought, ham-
mered, sanded and hand finished. Variations of shading and textures 
are characteristic of the material and the old world finishing process.  
Each piece is slightly different and will bring a unique aura to any 
setting. She has long mixed disparate objects that are common or 
grand and combined them with materials to make them special and 
wonderful. All can epitomize a hacienda lifestyle and the elegance 
of old Mexico, where Barboglio spent her childhood, while adding in 
design elements inspired from her world travels and metropolitan 
living. Every object created by her would carry with it the rich his-
tory and romance of old Mexico while blending in a contemporary 
aesthetic through the use of clean lines and a mixture of elements. 
In every detail, Barboglio is known for turning everyday living into 
something magical.

It is her talent of combining materials that makes each ob-
ject original and distinctive and has become her trademark. 
Old wood, honed and combined with iron, glass, crystal and 
stone mixed with silver and etched cut glass guarantees that ev-
ery object is a “Jan Barboglio.” Through the ongoing evolution 
of her work, Barboglio has also been recognized for her insis-
tence that everyday living should be easy, useful and magical. 

Inspiration was also found closer to home in Dallas, as the team 
sifted through the company archives – a treasure-trove of sketches, 

photographs and original objects from more than a decade of Jan 
Barboglio’s masterworks. 

Raised on a cattle ranch steeped in tradition and once shared by 
Mexican revolutionaries, Barboglio learned from an early age to ap-
preciate the timeless wonderment of the culture around her. “We 
grew up on the land, roaming a ranch where children search for old 
ammunition, coins, mule shoes, and other twisted metal artifacts 
from this time period,” explains Barboglio. These memories of this 
isolated, rugged and primitive beauty continue to be a major inspi-
ration in her artistically filled life today through the Jan Barboglio 
Collection. 

“It’s important to remember our history and find ways to incorporate 
that into today’s designs to create enduring pieces.” Barboglio says 
of the collection. “When in New York, you could and can often find 
me in the Met Cloisters staring at the colorful displays of stained 
glass or daydreaming in the gardens. I pulled from those memories 
while creating our 2018 Fall collection.”

The Jan Barboglio Collection is available at most Neiman Marcus 
stores and in other fine specialty stores.

For sales inquiries for your area please contact sales@janbarboglio.
com
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